New Features in version 2020
Requirement
InterForm400 version 2020 requires OS/400 V6R1 or higher

Modules
A new hardware independent solution for adding written signatures has been added to
the signpad module . With this you can sign a PDF file generated by InterForm400 via a
browser, so now you can even sign a PDF file via mobile phone or tablet.
Support for color images in InterWord400 has been added.

Design(er)
The graphical designer now installs on any newer java version (java 7 or higher), but still
only up to Java 8 has been fully tested.

A new multi-line text block design element has been added. With this you can
add several lines of fixed text in a single design element, and let InterForm400
handle line breaks, dynamically change fonts, colors etc. and create fully justified
text blocks. Useful for fixed text on back page overlays.
The G=GL/2 design element is no longer supported.
A cut option for the remap window element has been added for PCL/PDF output.
With this you can choose to remap as much text, that fits within a specific width.
The designer result view has been improved with better result view. The
performance of the designer has also been improved.
Now color TIF images can also be installed as black/white images in InterForm400
for both PCL/PDF and for label print . Previously only sharp/black white (1 bit level)
was supported.
Support for the Vietnamese codepages 1130 (non-Euro) and 11164 (Euro) has
been added for the graphical designer.
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Email
A new command, APF3812/MAILREPSND (Daily statistics for SMTP sender) has been added
for email administrators to get an report as email, which displays the number of sent
emails and the status. In this way the administrator can quickly verify, if any emails could
not be sent without the need to look in the email log.
Up to 7 extra attachment (apart from the normal merged PDF) can now be added to an
email sent with the email finish definitions (not supported for exit programs).

Other
The length of supported SQL expressions in split definitions has been extended from 1 to 4
lines.
The AFC error monitor has been updated to give you more flexibility. You can e.g. now set
a polling interval and set a common email address to send to for all Auto Forms Control
jobs.
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